THE MONTEREY CONFERENCE CENTER
Monterey, California

Imagine a state-of-the-art meetings facility famous for innovative events in the heart of a destination world-renowned for inspiration, a place where every moment is an opportunity for new thinking. That reality is here with the newly renovated Monterey Conference Center, where innovation and inspiration meet.

The Monterey Conference Center: Where Inspiration Meets Innovation
After undergoing a $60 million renovation, Monterey Conference Center is now open and ready to host your next event. This modern meeting facility has more than 40,000 sq. ft. of flexible meeting space and a capacity of 3,000 people. The facility is adjacent to recently renovated Portola Hotel & Spa and connects to Monterey Marriott. Altogether, these properties offer 80,000 sq. ft. of flexible meeting space, 15,150 sq. ft. of exhibition space, 700 hotel rooms and endless opportunity.

Located in the Heart of Monterey County
Monterey Conference Center’s ideal location puts it in the center of downtown Monterey. Situated just steps away from the waterfront and walking distance to a list of iconic attractions including Old Fisherman’s Wharf and an incredible array of restaurants and shops allows time to be a tourist in between conferences and meetings. Walk the scenic path from Monterey Conference Center down the coast towards celebrated Monterey Bay Aquarium or historic Cannery Row. Every time attendees step outside of their meetings, they will continue to be enthused by the awe-inspiring opportunities and scenery that surrounds them.

Getting Here is Easier Than You Think
With over 500 direct flights from most major U.S. cities and many international cities, traveling to Monterey is simple. The convenient Monterey Regional Airport (MYR) has short, hassle-free security lines and is located just 10 minutes from downtown Monterey. Charter and private flights are also available. Monterey County is situated on California’s central coast with its northern border approximately 100 miles south of San Francisco and its southern border about 200 miles north of Los Angeles. Whether your attendees prefer planes, trains or automobiles, it’s easy to get to Monterey County for your next event.

Monterey Conference Center is also convenient to a number of hotels ranging from the boutique styles to larger, nationally known properties making the facility a centerpiece for group business in the region.